6	TURKEY IN TRAVAIL
were under-staffed and under-supplied. Wounded
men lay hours unattended. Food was plentiful and
freely wasted. Occasions arose when an observation
post was built of sacks of white Indian flour and shell-
holes in protecting mud-walls were filled with boxes of
jam and butter. There were 6,000 Arabs left in the
town, and unhindered they stole as they pleased. When
any man in the regiments in the fort on the right of
the line felt inclined, he dug here in the walls for butter
and there for jam and with a little flour made himself
weird pastries and threw most of them away because
his belly was full.
We had not learnt the art of building dug-outs, and
with little shelter we lived under the open sky. We
learnt the shapes of the moon and how its light might
mean attacks and death, and how its absence meant the
strain of listening and watching into the dark. We
learnt the joy of sunlight, when the strain was over.
We knew the way the stars rise and wheel across the
sky> and the light fleecy clouds that come with wind
and those that carry rain. We unlearnt the delicacy
and ignorance of those who live in houses and we became
as primitive as the Mother Earth in which we lived.
For the minute we were buoyed up with hope and the
belief in success. We had no serious thought for to-
morrow. This was only to be a temporary check. .
The new year came in with rain that chilled the
enthusiasm out of the troops. As before we had been
dried up with drought, now we slept in mud and strove
with water. The Tigris rose and came flooding down
our trenches, and both we and the enemy, who were

